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ABOUT US

 

 

REEHAT AL ATOOR was formed and has developed into a well-known Perfumery house for 

over two decades. With the passion for perfumery, we concentrate on modern day 

requirements and the need for our clients, and embark on regularly introducing the flavors 

of the natural aromatic essence. We have evolved throughout the years reaching 

where we are on the belief that if you create; you create to perfect, else, you should 

not be creating at all. With this belief being taken as a principal, our concentration is 

dedicated on maintaining the quality of our products above anything else.

 

Since our inception at 1989, we were and still are on the stride of steady growth and 

expansion with our prime outlets at Sheraton Complex - Moda Mall, Seef Mall, City Centre, 

Gold City, and Bahrain International Airport`s Duty Free Shops.

 

We at REEHAT AL ATOOR regularly participate at in country and cross border international 

exhibitions, and acclaim applauds for our products and services from all levels of clientele base. 

We have also opened our wings for European and Continental markets, and have partnership 

franchises with reputable perfumery companies and fashion houses; chains across Europe to 

market our incenses through out the European Union. Our business development team is also

in full stretch to expand our business scope throughout the GCC and other Asian and Far 

Eastern markets.

 

 

We at our manufacturing facility are active at developing the perfumes and packaging of their 

well-known brands. Our perfume designers also contribute their time into frequent research 

and development tasks, seeking to fulfill the desire of people towards fragrance and incense.



























OUTLETS TO CREATE PREMIER VALUE 

...you deserve 

         nothing less!!!

 

 



OUTLETS    -   Moda Mall

 

 



OUTLETS    -    Bahrain City Centre

 

 



OUTLETS    -    Seef  Mall
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